
1. Anu spends 90% of her income. If her expenditure increases

by 25% and savings increase by 30%, then by what percent

does her salary increase?

1) 25.5% 2) 24% 3) 22.5% 4) 20%

2. Abhi sold two articles for 5,220 each. On one, he gained 16%
and on the other, he lost 10%. His profit or loss on the whole
was:
1) Profit, ‘140 2) Loss, ‘125 3) profit, ‘180 4) Loss, ‘130

3. A and B, working together, can complete a work in 16day, C

and A together can complete it in 32 days, B and C together

can compete it in 24 days. They worked together for 12 days.

In how many days will C alone complete the remaining work?

1) 40 2) 36 3) 45 4) 32

4. If a3 + b3 = 110 and a + b = 5, then (a + b)2  3ab is equal to:

1) 52 2) 32 3) 42 4) 22

5. The total number of students in class A and B is 96. The

number of students in A is 40% more than that in B, the

average weight (in kg) of the students in B is 50% more that

of the students in A. If the average weight of all the students

in A and B taken together is 58 kg, then what is the average

weight of the students in B?

1) 72 kg 2) 60 kg 3) 48 kg 4) 66 kg

6. A circus tent is cylindrical up to a height of 3 m and conical

above it. If its diameter is 105m and the slant height of the

conical part is 63 m, then the total area of the canvas required

to make the tent is

1) 11385m² 2) 10395m² 3) 9900m² 4) 990m²
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9. (3) 10. (2)

7. A van driver makes a profit of 20% on every trip when he

carries 3 passengers and the price of diesel is Rs. 30 per litre.

Find the percentage profit for the same journey if he goes

with 4 passengers per trip and the price of diesel reduces to

Rs. 24 per litre? (Consider revenue per passenger same for

both the cases.)

1) 25% 2) 50% 3) 70%        4) None of these

8. There are five containers. The weight of the first container is

400 kg and the weight of the second container is 20% higher

than the weight of the third container, whose weight is 25%

higher than the first container’s weight. The fourth container

at 350 kg is 30% lighter than the fifth one. Find the difference

in the average weight of the four heaviest and the four lightest

containers.

1) 50 kg 2) 62.5 kg              3) 70.75 kg      4) 82.5 kg

9. A person spent 15% of his monthly salary on house rent,

35% of the remaining amount on food, 40% of the remaining

amount on clothes and saved the rest. If the amount he saved

is Rs. 7293, how much amount did he spend on food?

1) 6554 2) 6556 3) 6545 4) 5645

10. I bought 5 pens, 7 pencils and 4 erasers. Rajan bought 6 pens,

8 erasers and 14 pencils for an amount which was half more

what I had paid. What per cent of the total amount paid by

me was paid for the pens?

1) 37.5% 2) 62.5% 3) 50% 4) 55%


